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Abstract
Motivation: The Bionano Genomics platform allows for the optical detection of short sequence pat-
terns in very long DNA molecules (up to 2.5 Mbp). Molecules with overlapping patterns can be
assembled to generate a consensus optical map of the entire genome. In turn, these optical maps
can be used to validate or improve de novo genome assembly projects or to detect large-scale
structural variation in genomes. Simulated optical map data can assist in the development and
benchmarking of tools that operate on those data, such as alignment and assembly software.
Additionally, it can help to optimize the experimental setup for a genome of interest. Such a simula-
tor is currently not available.
Results: We have developed a simulator, OMSim, that produces synthetic optical map data that
mimics real Bionano Genomics data. These simulated data have been tested for compatibility with
the Bionano Genomics Irys software system and the Irys-scaffolding scripts. OMSim is capable of
handling very large genomes (over 30 Gbp) with high throughput and low memory requirements.
Availability and implementation: The Python simulation tool and a cross-platform graphical user
interface are available as open source software under the GNU GPL v2 license (http://www.bioinfor
matics.intec.ugent.be/omsim).
Contact: jan.fostier@ugent.be
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.
1 Introduction
The Bionano Genomics platform is able to visualize occurrences of
specific, short sequence motifs (e.g. 7 bp) along very long stretches
of linearized DNA molecules (up to 2.5 Mbp), thus forming a
unique, sequence-specific pattern per molecule, sometimes referred
to as a ‘barcode’. By using those signature patterns, the molecules
can be assembled in a complete consensus genome map. This view
of the genome can be used to validate or improve de novo genome
assembly, by providing a scaffold on which the contigs can be an-
chored (Shi et al., 2016), or to detect large-scale structural variation
in genomes (Mak et al., 2015).
Bionano Genomics optical map data is generated in several steps.
First, DNA molecules of up to 2.5 Mbp are labeled using nicking re-
striction endonucleases, cutting one strand of the DNA near specific
recognition nucleotide sequences. At these nicking sites fluorescent
nucleotides are introduced into the DNA to highlight the position
where the DNA motif occurs. The labeled DNA is then linearized
using nanochannel arrays and imaged, such that the fluorescent labels
along each molecule can be detected. For each DNA molecule, its size
as well as the positions of the labels on the molecule are estimated
and stored in BNX format. These data can be visualized as beads on
a cord, and assembling these into optical consensus maps involves
the alignment of the molecules such that the label positions match.
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The Irys Software System (http://bionanogenomics.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/01/datasheet-web.pdf) and the Irys-scaffolding scripts
(Shelton et al., 2015) can be used to automate this procedure.
We developed OMSim to generate synthetic optical map data.
This serves two purposes. First, OMSim can assist in the develop-
ment and benchmarking of tools that operate on Bionano Genomics
optical map data such as alignment and assembly software.
Simulated optical map data were used to this end in (Muggli et al.,
2014, 2015; Li et al., 2016; Leung et al., 2017), but the simulation
tools were not publicly available and only took into account a lim-
ited subset of the noise factors present in real data. Second, OMSim
can assist in designing the optimal experimental setup: given a gen-
ome of interest, OMSim-generated data can help to select the right
nicking enzyme or combinations thereof, to identify local label-
depleted areas with low information content, to evaluate the distri-
bution of nicking sites, to identify fragile sites due to nearby occur-
ring labels, etc. This information can then be used to optimize the
parameters of an Irys run, to ultimately generate an optimal amount
of useful real data. A concrete example of this assistance in experi-
mental design is the simulation of data corresponding to a structur-
ally altered genome and evaluating the ability of the Bionano
platform to identify the structural variations. The use of simulated
data for this second application significantly improves upon the use
of nicker software, e.g. BioNano Genomics Knickers, which provide
overal statistics on label density based on a reference genome ana-
lysis. These global statistics provide only limited insights in the prob-
lem at hand, while simulated data allows to actually test the
performance of the assembly or variant detection.
OMSim simulates the Bionano Genomics process using statis-
tical models for which the parameters were derived from real data
(see Supplementary Material data S1 for the parameter description),
and generates output in BNX format. It is implemented in Python,
and relies on the Scipy library to sample from the required distribu-
tions. A graphical user interface has been developed to facilitate the
setup of the simulation process. OMSim requires a reference assem-
bly as the ground truth for the simulation. Each map is simulated
from a single contig, hence the contiguity of the reference assembly
limits the lengths of the simulated optical maps, i.e. it is impossible
to simulate an optical map that is longer than the contig from which
it is simulated.
2 Methods and results
OMSim was designed to accurately mimic all sources of variation
that occur in the Bionano Genomics data. First, false positive and
false negative labels are taken into account, where labels are either er-
roneously placed or not placed. Second, there is the occurrence of fra-
gile sites, where labels that occur very close to each other cause
systematic breaks in the molecules. Third, each molecule has a stretch
factor, which quantifies how the migration of the DNA molecule
through a nanochannel causes the molecule to stretch or shrink.
Fourth, there is some additional variability in the position of the
labels due to local stretching. Fifth, due to the limited optical reso-
lution, nearby labels may appear as one label in the image. Finally,
also due to the optical resolution, there is the possibility of chimeric
maps, which occur when distinct molecules are close together in a
nanochannel such that they appear as a single molecule in the image.
The OMSim process consists of two steps. First, the locations of
the sequence recognition sites in the genome are indexed using the
computationally efficient Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm (Knuth
et al., 1977). This index can be reused for future runs. Second, using
this index, OMSim simulates the actual optical map data. Molecule
lengths are generated from a negative binomial distribution and for
each molecule a start location is uniformly chosen on the provided
reference genome. Then, labels and noise are introduced in each
molecule. False positive (resp. negative) labels are uniformly distrib-
uted along the molecules (resp. labels). The molecules are broken at
fragile sites, based on the proximity of neighbouring labels. Stretch
factor variations are normally distributed. Labels that occur close
together are collapsed into a single label. After simulating the mol-
ecules, chimeras are introduced by concatenating molecules.
Optical map data was simulated from the human genome refer-
ence Hg19, and anchored using the Bionano Genomics RefAligner.
The resulting alignments were compared to the alignments of real
data from NA24385 (Ashkenazim Trio son, public data from http://
bionanogenomics.com/science/public-datasets/). A portion of these
alignments and the coverage and the size distribution of both simu-
lated maps and real maps are shown in Figure 1. This figure shows
that the simulated data can be aligned to the reference, that similarly
as in real data missing labels are present due to false positives or col-
lapsing labels, and that the size distributions of the simulated and
real data are nearly identical. A peak memory usage of 478 MB was
measured while indexing the human reference Hg19 and simulating
Fig. 1. (A) Alignments of real and simulated data on a section of chromosome
10 of the human genome. The alignments were obtained with the Bionano
Genomics RefAligner. The tracks from top to bottom are: (1) the consensus
map, (2) real optical maps from data set NA24385 and (3) optical maps simu-
lated with OMSim. Markers on each track correspond to the anchored labels.
Only a fraction of the actual coverage is shown. (B) Comparison of the label
coverage in 100 bins along chromosome 10 in Hg19, for both simulated and
real data. (C) Comparison of the size distribution of simulated and real data
over the entire genome. Molecules shorter than 150 kbp were filtered out
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optical map data from this index. Peak memory usage depends on
the number of nicking sites in the reference. The indexing run time is
linear in the size of the reference, while the simulation run time is
linear in the size of the output. In our tests for genomes with sizes
ranging from 4 Mbp up to 30 Gbp, this corresponds to a throughput
of 30 Mbp per minute for indexing and 12.5 Gbp per minute for the
actual simulation. Loading the index in subsequent runs took less
than 30 seconds for all data sets. From these results we conclude
that OMSim efficiently simulates data that resemble the real
Bionano Genomics data.
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